


96% 

of the top 100 law firms already 
rely on LexisLibrary to propel 
their legal research into action.

TOP 100 
Law firms

With Brexit driving lawyers into uncharted territory, our aim is to 



Give advice with 
confidence  





Stay up to date



Brexit Legislation Tracker 

Closely monitor the progress of Brexit-related primary 
and secondary legislation, including our central 
database of Brexit Statutory Instruments.

Brexit Timeline

Stay on top of the latest developments in the Brexit 
process and key events.

Brexit Statutory Instruments

Collate and filter details on draft and enacted Brexit 
SIs, including insight on EU exit regulations. Track 
information on key parliamentary procedures, 
commencement dates, amended enactments, 
revocations and repeals.  

Brexit Bulletin



The legal  
implications  
of Brexit





EU commentary 

Many of our commentary titles contain coverage of EU and international content. 
This is shown in a range of ways across our portfolio: 

Interwoven within existing commentary on the UK position  – for example, Harvey 
on Industrial Relations and Employment Law contains commentary on relevant 
EU Directives, particularly across Divisions covering Working Time, TUPE, Family 
Matters, Equal Pay and Equal Opportunity. 

Specific chapters/divisions/parts  – Goode and McKendrick on Commercial Law 
contains a 6-chapter Part on International Trade and Finance. 

•  Goode: Consumer Credit Law and Practice contains an entire Division covering 
EU materials, and the accompanying Goode: Consumer Credit Reports 
contains an entire Division covering key EU European decisions.

Specialist commentary titles – for example:

•  Gore-Browne on EU Company Law is entirely focused on EU Company Law, 
and explains the impact of EU Directives and Regulations on company law, 
taxation, accounting and insolvency. It also provides analysis on key cases from 
the European Court of Justice.

•  International Corporate Procedures provides country-by-country coverage 
of legal and tax business regulations in over 55 jurisdictions, including all the 
major industrial, financial and offshore centers worldwide. It draws together 
the factual and procedural information necessary to make informed decisions 
about foreign forms of business enterprise.

Our Butterworths Handbook series also contains all the relevant EU and 
international materials you need to refer to.

The legal implications of Brexit



New and 
coming soon in 
LexisLibrary 



We constantly work with our customers to improve their user experience and will 
be launching new resources to help them navigate Brexit. 

New and coming soon in LexisLibrary 

Improved search for EU and 
Retained EU legislation: easier 
access to Retained EU and EU 
legislation, saving time when you 
need to find legislation in a hurry.

Family Law Leaves the EU:  
get the latest guide of the law  
and practice that will apply after 
31 December 2020.

Bennion on Statutory 
Interpretation:  Bennion is 
the guide to the accurate 
interpretation of legislation. 
The latest edition extensively 
covers devolution, human rights 
and Brexit and published in 
December 2020.

Historical Versioning for 
Retained EU legislation: our 
Historical Versioning timeline 
and Amendments Highlighter 
show legislative change in a clear, 
easy-to-scan format.

Macdonald’s Immigration Law 
& Practice: this 10th edition will 
cover the position of EU citizens 
and their family post-Brexit, as 
well as providing detailed analysis 
of the new points-based system.

Butterworths Competition Law 
Service: get specific guidance on 
Brexit and EU competition law. 

Linking for Retained EU: click a 
reference to EU legislation and 
see the relevant Retained EU law 
with ‘Brexit linking’. Easily and 
quickly move between Retained 
EU and EU legislation to see how 
differences between the two 
jurisdictions may affect research.

Halsbury’s Laws of England:  
we will publish Brexit updates 
to key titles throughout the 
year online. Every affected 
paragraph in Halsbury's carries 
a Brexit button to alert you to a 
significant change, with a link to 
further information.



Stay ahead  
of change





The Future of Law. Since 1818.


